Previous authors have considered optimal stopping problems driven by the running maximum of a spectrally negative Lévy process as well as of a one-dimensional diffusion; see e.g. [28, 32, 31, 2, 20, 33, 17] . Many of the aforementioned results are either implicitly or explicitly dependent on Peskir's maximality principle, cf. [34] . In this article, we are interested in understanding how some of the main ideas from these previous works can be brought into the setting of problems driven by the maximum of a class of Markov additive processes (more precisely Markov modulated Lévy processes). Similarly to [31, 28, 32] , the optimal stopping boundary is characterised by a system of ordinary first-order differential equations, one for each state of the modulating component of the Markov additive process. Moreover, whereas scale functions played an important role in the previously mentioned work, we work instead with scale matrices for Markov additive processes here; as introduced by [27, 23] . We exemplify our calculations in the setting of the Shepp-Shiryaev optimal stopping problem [35, 36] , as well as a family of capped maximum optimal stopping problems. MSC Classification: 60G40
Introduction
We are interested in a family of optimal stopping problems driven by a class of Markov additive processes (MAPs) that have frequently appeared in the applied probability literature.
For each i ∈ E, it will be convenient to define X i as a Lévy process whose law is that of the X i,(n) processes in the above representation; and similarly, for each i, j ∈ E, define U i,j to be a random variable having the common law of the U n i,j variables. From the above representation one may deduce that MAPs are strong Markov processes. Indeed, they satisfy the slightly stronger property that (1) holds with t replaced by a stopping time, albeit on the event that the stopping time is finite.
Henceforth, we confine ourselves to irreducible (and hence ergodic) Markov chains J. Let the state space E be the finite set {1 · · · N}, for some N ∈ N. Moreover, we will additionally assume that each of the processes X i are spectrally negative Lévy processes, but disallowing the possibility that they have monotone paths. Similarly, we will also assume that U i,j ≤ 0 for each i, j ∈ E. As such, the process (X, J) is said to be a spectrally negative MAP. Note that this assumption ensures that (X, J), when issued from X 0 = 0 and J 0 = i ∈ E, must have the property that X instantaneously visits (i.e. is regular for) (0, ∞). What is less clear is whether it instantaneously visits (−∞, 0). This depends on the state i ∈ E. If X i is of unbounded variation, then there is instantaneous passage of X into (i.e is regular for) (−∞, 0) with X 0 = 0, J 0 = i, otherwise, when there is bounded variation, there is an almost surely strictly positive time before X enters (i.e. is irregular for) (−∞, 0).
Denote the transition rate matrix of the chain J by Q = (q i,j ) i,j∈E . For each i ∈ E, the Laplace exponent of the Lévy process X i will be written ψ i . For each pair of i, j ∈ E, define the Laplace transform G i,j (z) = E(e zU i,j ) of the distribution of the jump U i,j , where this exists. Write G(z) for the N × N matrix whose (i, j)th element is G i,j (z). We will adopt the convention that U i,j = 0 if q i,j = 0, i = j, and also set U i,i = 0 for each i ∈ E.
The multidimensional analogue of the Laplace exponent of a Lévy process is provided by the matrix-valued function
for all z ∈ C where the elements on the right are defined, where • indicates elementwise multiplication. It is known that
for all z ∈ C where one side of the equality is defined. For this reason, Ψ is called the matrix exponent of the MAP (X, J). Note that Ψ(z) is well defined and finite at least for Re(z) ≥ 0.
For z such that Ψ(z) is well defined, there exists a leading real-valued eigenvalue of the matrix Ψ(z), also called the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue; see [4, §XI.2c ] and [21, Proposition 2.12 ]. If we denote this eigenvalue by κ(z), then it turns out that it is larger than the real part of all its other eigenvalues. Furthermore, the corresponding right-eigenvector v(z) has strictly positive entries, and can be normalised such that π · v(z) = 1, where we recall that π is the stationary distribution of the underlying chain J.
The eigenvalue κ (θ) is a convex function on (0, ∞) such that κ (0) = 0 and the derivative κ ′ (0+) exists in [−∞, ∞). A trichotomy similar in spirit to the one that describes the long term behaviour of Lévy processes exists, which states that either lim t→∞ X t = ∞, lim t→∞ X t = −∞ or lim sup t→∞ X t = − lim inf t→∞ X t = ∞ accordingly as κ ′ (0) > 0, κ ′ (0) < 0 or κ ′ (0) = 0, respectively. For the right inverse of κ we shall write Φ. That is, for all q ≥ 0, Φ(q) = sup{θ ≥ 0 : κ(θ) = q}.
The properties of κ imply that Φ(q) > 0 for q > 0 and Φ(0) = 0 if and only if κ ′ (0) ≥ 0, otherwise Φ(0) > 0.
The eigenvalue κ also affords us the opportunity to introduce the natural analogue of the Esscher transform for MAPs. Specifically, for G t = σ(X s , s ≤ t) for t ≥ 0,
for γ such that κ(γ) < ∞. (The most common use of (5) in this article will be when we take the value γ = Φ(q), for q ≥ 0.) The process (X, P) is again a spectrally negative MAP whose intensity matrix Ψ γ (θ) is well defined and finite for θ ≥ −γ. If Ψ γ (θ) has largest eigenvalue κ γ (θ) and associated right eigenvector v γ (θ), the triple (Ψ γ (θ) , κ γ (θ) , v γ (θ)) is related to the original triple (Ψ (θ) , κ (θ) , v (θ)) via
where I is the N × N identity matrix and ∆ v (γ) := diag (v 1 (γ) , ..., v N (γ)) .
Note in particular, for the choice γ = Φ(q), it is easy to verify that κ ′ Φ(q) (0) > 0 and hence (X, P Φ(q) ) drifts to +∞.
These details and more concerning the basic characterization of MAPs can be found in [4, Chp.XI] . See also [23, 21] .
The following Lemma is an important fact that will drive the analysis in this paper. Lemma 1. The quadruple (X, X, J,J) is also a strong Markov process with respect to the natural filtration G := (G t , t ≥ 0) of (X, J).
Proof. For convenience, let us write the the process (X, X, J,J) with additional indices, indicating its point of issue. Hence (X (x) , X (s) , J (i) ,J (j) ) is thus issued from the state (x, s, i, j) where x ≤ s and i, j ∈ E. As such, for any G-stopping time τ , on {τ < ∞}, we have for x ≤ s, i, j ∈ E and bounded, measurable F :
, which is equivalent to the required strong Markov property.
Henceforth, we refer to the quadruple (X, X, J,J) as the Markov additive maximality process (MAMP). As such, we abuse our earlier notation and write P (x,s,i,j) to denote the law conditional on (X 0 , X 0 ,J 0 , J 0 ) = (x, s, i, j), for x ∈ R, s ≥ x, i, j ∈ E. The reader will note the deliberate abuse of notation, albeit being consistent with P (x,i) , for x ∈ R and i ∈ E. Writing P = (P (x,s,i,j) , x ≤ s, i, j ∈ E), we will refer to the underlying MAP as ((X, J), P).
Let us return to the family of optimal stopping problems that we are interested in. Fundamentally, we want to consider problems driven by the MAMP that take the form
where the supremum is taken over the class of almost surely (G t , t ≥ 0)-stopping times, q ≥ 0 and f :
for some s * ≥ −∞. The condition (8) forces no gain unless the maximum of X is sufficiently large (however, we include the setting that f (s, j) > 0 for all s ∈ R and j ∈ E).
Previous authors have considered optimal stopping problems driven by the running maximum of a spectrally negative Lévy process X, as well as in setting of a general diffusion; see e.g. [28, 32, 31, 2, 20, 33, 17] . Many of the aforementioned results are either implicitly or explicitly dependent on Peskir's maximality principle, cf. [34] . In this article, we are interested in understanding how some of the main ideas from these previous works can be brought into the setting described above, albeit using a heuristic developed in Peskir [34] and in the PhD thesis of C. Ott [30] .
Whereas there are several works concerning optimal stopping problems with regime switching, see e.g. [19, 13] , we believe this is the first such work which considers the current setting of MAPs. What is also new in the current setting is that we make use in our analysis of the so-called scale matrices, introduced in [27, 23] . Furthermore, we introduce an alternative second scale matrix in this paper. These are matrix-valued functions which play a similar to the role of scale functions in the theory of spectrally negative Lévy processes (a well known tool in the setting of a number of classical applied probability models, cf. [25, 26] ), albeit in the setting of the family of MAPs described above.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section we consider the formal definition of a scale matrix and look at some of its analytical properties. In Section 3, we describe the solution to (7) and highlight the strategy that we will take, which is based on what we call Peskir-Ott heuristic. Moreover, we pass through a number of technical results which allows us to prove our main result based on a standard verification technique. In Section 4, we exemplify our calculations using the Shepp-Shiryaev optimal stopping problem. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and sets an outlook on a family of capped maximum optimal stopping problems.
Scale matrices
Theorem 1 of [23] (see also Theorem 3 of [27] ) introduce a family of N × N matrix function W (q) : R → M([0, ∞)), the space of N × N matrices with non-negative entries, for q ≥ 0, such that W (q) (x) = 0 (the zero matrix) for x < 0 and otherwise is an almost-everywhere differentiable, strictly positive, non-decreasing function which is defined via the Laplace transform
An important feature of the scale matrix is that it plays a fundamental role in several key fluctuation identities, very much in the spirit of scale functions in the setting of spectrally negative Lévy processes (cf. Chapter 8 of [26] and [25] ). This was first discussed in detail in [27] .
A second scale function was introduced in [27] , M (q) , and this function was presented as the natural analogue of the second scale function that appears also in the theory of spectrally negative Lévy processes. In this section, we introduce an alternative second scale matrix (of course closely related to M (q) ), which mirrors more clearly the situation for the second scale function in the theory of spectrally negative Lévy processes; see Chapter 8 of [26] or [25] for comparison. We define the N × N matrix functions Z (q) on R, for q ≥ 0, by
Let 1 1 denote the vector (1, · · · , 1) T ∈ R N . Note that
and, as such Z (q) (x)1 1 has non-negative entries. This definition is consistent with the definition given in [22] .
We have for x ≤ a, i, j ∈ E and q ≥ 0, the three identities
where β + (q) := Λ(q) − Φ(q)I is the matrix exponent of the ascending ladder MAP (cf. Section 3 of [27] ).
Remark 1.
It is worth noting that as the MAP (X, J) is spectrally negative, the ascending ladder MAP consists of a pure drift of unit speed, which is (possibly) killed at a rate which depends on its modulating chain (corresponding to the ability of the MAP (X, J) to drift to −∞). Whilst it is not easy to decipher the intensity matrix of the aforesaid chain, it is relatively straightforward to see, in light of (5) that Λ(q) is the intensity matrix of the modulator of the ascending ladder MAP under P Φ(q) . Note that ((X, J), P Φ(q) ) is a process for which the ordinate drifts to infinity and hence Λ(q) is the intensity matrix of a conservative Markov chain.
Proof (of Proposition 1). The first identity is taken from of Theorem 1 of [27] . Identity (11) is lifted from Theorem 3 (iv) of [27] . For the third identity, we also recall from Theorem 3 that there exists matrix function M (q) (x), defined by I for x ≤ 0 and otherwise, for x > 0, via its Laplace transform, given by 1
such that
holds for x ∈ R. The precise meaning ofD(q) will turn out to be unimportant for our proof here; however, the reader can refer to Section 4 of [27] otherwise.
Using the Laplace transform of W (q) integration by parts gives us
It follows that, for x ≥ 0,
and hence, substituting this expression for M (q) into (14), we recover
as required. On a final note, the reader might also consult [22] where many of these identities are mentioned.
Note that the definition of Z (q) and the two sided exit formula are consistent with those given in Equation (3) and Corollary 3 of [23] for q = 0, respectively.
The identities in Proposition 1 will prove to be useful, but we will also need to know some basic facts about the smoothness properties of the scale matrices W (q) and Z (q) . The following Theorem gathers what we will need to know later on in this paper. Its proof is somewhat technical and therefore deferred to the Appendix. The reader may also consult [23] for related results.
(ii) For all 0 ≤ x ≤ a, W (q) (x)W (q) (a) −1 is almost everywhere differentiable with an (elementwise) strictly positive and right-continuous derivative on R;
(iii) For all x ∈ R, Z (q) (x) is a continuous function;
(iv) Z (q) is continuously differentiable, except possibly at 0 and otherwise is almost everywhere twice differentiable with a right-continuous second derivative.
Optimal Stopping Problem solution
The following result gives us a relatively complete solution to (7) .
where g is defined as a non-negative solution to the first order differential equation
Assume the following;
(i) The ODE is assumed to have a solution for all j ∈ E;
(ii) the stopping time τ g is almost surely finite for ((X, J), P);
(iii) the function f (s, j) is continuously differentiable for each j ∈ E;
(iv) for all t ≥ 0 and i, j ∈ E,
Then the optimal stopping problem (7) is solved with optimal strategy τ g and value function
where we understand V (s * , s * , i, i) = lim s↓s * V (s * , s, i, i).
Our insistence that q > 0 is not necessary and, in principle, one may also consider the case q = 0. We have omitted it here as our goal is to illustrate the technical approach more than the breadth of the result. In this respect, we claim that our approach will also work suitably well for optimal stopping problems of the form
for s ≥ x, i, j ∈ E, and a suitable choice of c, e.g. uniformly bounded and continuous. Moreover, again with appropriate circumstances, we claim that the methods we present will also allow one to handle the functions f and c depending on the full Markov process (X, X, J,J).
Peskir-Ott Heuristic
We will prove Theorem 2 by appealing to a series of lemmas. However, before dealing with those, let us first introduce some basic reasoning which will heuristically explain the core ingredients of the proof of 2. We refer to this as the Peskir-Ott heuristic following the introduction in his PhD thesis [30] , in which he outlines similar reasoning for the solution to a large family of optimal stopping problems driven by the maximum of a spectrally negative Lévy process, which are analogous to those we consider here in the MAP setting. In turn his reasoning was stimulated by the arguments in Peskir [34] .
The point of interest in the current context is that reasoning of [30] is equally applicable, on account of the fact that we have identified (X, X, J,J) as the natural driving Markov process to (7) . To this end, let us guess a solution of the form
where measurable g : R × E → [0, ∞) is to be determined. On account of the fact that f (s, j) = 0 for s < s * , it is natural to set g(s, j) = +∞, for s < s * and j ∈ E. The value function associated with strategy τ g , given by
Note that τ g < τ + s if and only if X u < s for all u ≤ τ g . Moreover, we have
Conditioning on the minimum of τ + s and τ g , and applying Markov property, we find
The first term in (20) is otherwise written as
The second term in (20) can also be written as
Both expectations in (21) and (22) can be identified from Proposition 1. More precisely,
With this general form of V g , it is customary (cf. [35, 36, 7, 30, 28, 31] ) to optimise over the possible choices by invoking one condition at the point of reflection of X − X and one of two possible conditions that best describe the pasting of the value function onto the gain function.
We start with the pasting principle. In [5] and then more generally in [1] , it was noted that, for optimal stopping problems driven by Lévy processes, the formulation of the pasting principle was dictated by the regularity of the stopping region for the underlying Lévy process when issued on its boundary. Quite simply, if the stopping region is irregular in this respect, then a principle of continuous pasting is needed. In the case of regularity, a principle of smooth fit is needed.
In the current setting, we need to take account of the two different types of path variation which can occur in the ordinate among the different modulator states. In the notation of (2), we will work with a principle of continuous fit for those i ∈ E for which ψ i corresponds to a bounded variation Lévy process (henceforth referred to as E bv ) and a principle of smooth fit for i ∈ E\E bv =: E ubv , i.e. those states of the modulator for which the ordinate moves as an unbounded variation Lévy process. That is to say, we will insist on
Thanks to parts (i) and (iii) of Theorem 1, we can now easily verify that for i ∈ E bv , j ∈ E and s ≥ s * ,
Hence, in order to respect the continuous pasting principle for i ∈ E bv , noting the strictly positive terms in (25), providing card(E bv ) > 0, it would be sufficient to enforce the requirement that
On the other hand, if card(E ubv ) > 0, we need to be sure that for i ∈ E ubv that smooth pasting is possible under the assumption (26) . To this end, note that, for i ∈ E ubv , j ∈ E and s ≥ s * ,
Thanks to Theorem 1, once assumption (26) is enforced, for s ≥ s * , we also see that smooth pasting holds if and only if i ∈ E ubv . Now that it is clear that (26) is a naturally occurring condition to satisfy the folklore of continuous and smooth pasting principles, we can substitute it into (23) and get
Since we have enforced g(s, j) = +∞ for s ≤ s * , we can easily see from (10), Remark 1 and the Markov property that
where we assume
exists. It is important to note at this point that our heuristic reasoning has produced a candidate value function which satisfies (18), (19) as well as (26) .
Again referring to the historical treatment [35, 36, 7, 30, 28, 31] , another important feature of the Peskir-Ott heuristic for this family of optimal stopping problems (at least in the spectrally negative setting) is that a Neumann condition must hold corresponding the process of reflection of the ordinate in its running maximum. More precisely, now working with the assumption (26) so that V g respects (27) it would be typical to assume that
A simple differentiation yields
Thus insisting on (30) yields in (31) that the unknown barrier g(s, j), s ∈ R and j ∈ E, satisfies the differential equation
In conclusion, rehearsing the Peskir-Ott heuristic in the current context means that we need to assume the classical assumptions of smooth and continuous pasting, depending on the modulator, which yields the simple proposed form of the optimal solution (27) , as well as the classical enforcement of the Neumann condition, which pins down the unknown optimal threshold curve g in the form of the system of ODEs (32) . As is now classical in the theory of optimal stopping, we proceed to take this informed guess for the analytic structure for the solution and verify directly the proposed solution is indeed correct; in other words, we use the method of guess and verify.
Verification of Optimality
In developing the proof on the basis of the guess and verify method, we need the following Lemma (which is analogous to Lemma 11.1 in [26] ) that gives us simple criteria to verify.
Lemma 2. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2 hold. Then the pair (τ g , V g ) attains the optimal value of the optimal stopping problem (7), if the following three conditions hold:
(i) For all x ≤ s and i, j ∈ E,
(ii) For all x ≤ s and i, j ∈ E,
is a right-continuous supermartingale.
Proof. Assumption (i) implies that
Assumption (iii), Doob's Optional Sampling Theorem and then assumption (ii) implies that
for all τ in the desired class of stopping times. Now taking limits as t ↑ ∞ in (34) and using Fatou's Lemma, we obtain the opposite inequality to (33) and the lemma is thus proved.
In order to address criterion (iii) in our use of Lemma 2, we need to prove two intermediary results.
Lemma 3. The process m t (X, J)
for t ≥ 0, is a martingale.
Proof. Note that the jump component of m(X, J) centred by its compensator and thus, the part of m(X, J) that is not a Brownian integral is automatically a martingale as soon as we can show that, for all x ∈ R, i ∈ E and t ≥ 0, the L 1 -isometry conditions
and
hold. For the second of these two verifications, note that we can use the elementwise monotonicity of Z (q) to otherwise write the left-hand side of (37) as bounded above by
where ||Q|| = sup i,j∈E,i =j q i,j . From the definition of Z (q) in (9), we also note that
Moreover, recall from equations (16) and (19) in [27] , we can write
where Φ(q) was defined in (4) and W Φ(q) plays the role of W (0) under P Φ(q) , as defined in (5) . Note, we can also see from below 2 equation (16) in [27] , on account of the fact that ((X, J), P Φ(q) ) drifts to +∞, there exist a family of sub-stochastic matrices (Λ * q (y), y ≥ 0) such that
hence we can also write
where λ * q (y) = 1 1 T Λ * q (y)1 1 < 0, for y ≥ 0. Recalling that the eigenvector v(Φ(q)) is elementwise strictly bounded away from 0 and ∞, we can use (39) together with (40) to deduce that
Returning to (38), it is now easy to see that (37) holds by making use of the exponential change of measure (5) .
For the sake of brevity we leave the proof of (36) as an exercise for the reader, noting that its proof goes along similar lines.
In order to justify that
, is a martingale, it suffices to check that its mean quadratic variation is finite; that is to say, the necessary L 2 -isometry condition holds. Using (39) and (3), the aforementioned is verified via
and v = min j∈E v j (Φ(q)), and the final inequality follows again from the martingale on the righthand side of (5).
We need to define some infinitesimal generators of some of the processes that make up the underlying MAP. To this end, in the case that i ∈ E bv , for convenience, we will write
where a i > 0 and (−∞,0) (|x| ∧ 1)ν i (dx) < ∞, which is always possible for spectrally negative Lévy processes, cf. equation (8.3) in [26] . When i ∈ E ubv , we will instead need to identify the Laplace exponent
where a i ∈ R, σ 2 i ≥ 0 and (−∞,0) (|x| 2 ∧ 1)ν i (dx) < ∞. Accordingly, we identify the two associated infinitesimal generators. The first is
i ∈ E bv for f ∈ C 1,+ 0 (R), the set of functions which have a right-continuous derivative and which vanish at −∞. The second is
for f ∈ C 2,+ 0 (R), the space of functions which are continuously differentiable with rightcontinuous second derivative and which vanish at −∞.
We also need to introduce the generator that codes the rate at which the Markov chain jumps and causes an additional discontinuity in the ordinate. Define
where, for i, j ∈ E we recall that q i,k are the entries of the matrix Q and F i,j are the respective distributions of the random variables U i,j .
Proposition 2.
For all x ≥ 0 and i ∈ E, we have
and for x < 0, H(x) < 0.
Proof. Let τ = τ − 0 ∧ τ + a . We start by proving the claim that
for all x ≥ 0. To this end, we break the expectation on the right-hand side of (41) according to the exhaustive disjoint union of events n≥0 {τ − 0 ∈ [σ n , σ n+1 )}, where σ 0 = 0 and σ n is the n-th jump time of the modulator J, for n ≥ 1. This, together with the Markov property gives us
where we have used the fact that, if J 0 = i, then J τ − 0 = i on the event τ − 0 < σ 1 .
Next note that for an expectation of the form
if j ∈ E ubv , then [W (q) (0+)W (q) (a) −1 1 1] j = 0 thanks to Theorem 1, or, otherwise, if j ∈ E bv , then {X τ − 0 = 0, τ − 0 < σ 1 } is almost surely the empty set. Either way, the expectation (42) is zero and, hence, u(x, i) = 0 for all x ∈ R and i ∈ E, as claimed in (41).
With (41) in hand, we now note that either
Taking expectations, this gives us, for x ∈ R, i ∈ E.
This and Markov property imply E (x,i) e −qτ 0,a [W (q) X τ 0,a W (q) (a) −1 1 1] Jτ 0,a |G t = 1 (t≤τ 0,a ) e −qt E Xt,Jt e −qτ 0,a [W (q) X τ 0,a W (q) (a) −1 1 1] Jτ 0,a (44)
In other words, we have that
is a martingale. In a similar spirit, noting from Theorem 1 that Z (q) (x) = I for x ≤ 0, we can deduce with the help of (12) in Proposition 1, that
is a martingale as well. As linear combinations of martingales are still martingales, we thus have that e −q(t∧τ 0,a ) [Z (q) (X t∧τ 0,a )1 1] Jt∧τ 0,a
is also a martingale.
Recall from Theorem 1 (iv) that Z (q) is continuously differentiable, except possibly at 0 and otherwise is almost everywhere twice differentiable with a right-continuous second derivative on R (which is thus locally bounded). Along the intervals of time between jumps of the MAP modulator, i.e. [σ n , σ n+1 ), for n ≥ 0, we can apply piecewise the version of Itô's formula in Theorem 3 of [16] , together with the conclusion of Lemma 7 (ii) in the same paper (which permits us to write Itô's formula in the same way as usual despite the slightly weaker smoothness assumptions), and get, on {t ≤ τ 0,a },
where, from Lemma 3 (m t (X, J), t ≥ 0) is an R-valued martingale.
Since both (49) and (m t∧τ 0,a (X, J), t ≥ 0) are martingales, the drift term in (50) must be zero. Sampling the two aforesaid martingales at the stopping time σ 1 ∧ τ 0,a (recall σ 1 is the first jump time of J) gives us, for all i ∈ E, 0 < x < a and t ≥ 0,
where (X i t , t ≥ 0), with probabilities (P i x , x ∈ R), is an independent copy of the spectrally negative Lévy process with Laplace exponent ψ i and τ i 0,a = inf{t > 0 : X i t ∈ [0, a]} from which the statement of the theorem follows for x > 0. From Section 8.4 of [26] , we know that the (q + |q i,i |)-potential measure of X i killed on exiting [0, a] has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure, say u (q+|q i,i |) i (a, x, y), which is continuous in q ≥ 0, x, y ≥ 0, and strictly positive. The identity (52) thus reads
and standard arguments allow us to deduce that H i (x) = 0 for Lebesgue almost every x > 0. It is easy to verify from its definition that H i (x) is right continuous and hence H i (x) = 0 for x ≥ 0.
To deal with the case x < 0, it suffices to note that Z (q) (x) = I and one can verify by hand that
as required, on account of the fact that each of the entries of [Z (q) 1 1] i is strictly greater than 1.
Proof (of Theorem 2). The essence of our proof is to verify the three conditions of Lemma 2, by appealing to the assumptions of Theorem 2. As noted below (27) , by guessing the strategy τ g and insisting on the smooth and continuous pasting properties as described in Section 3.1, part (i) of Lemma 2 is verified for s ≥ s * .
To verify part (ii) of Lemma 2, given that
Referring to (28) and (29), the above inequality is trivial for s < s * as f (s, j) = 0 there.
Finally for part (iii), we need to apply again an appropriate form of Itô's formula. To this end, note that
Mixing the integration by parts formula with the earlier indicated calculus from [16] , we have, for t ≥ 0 and s ≥ s * ,
Using that Y t = g(X t ,J t ) for all t in the support of dX t , together with with the help of (50) and (35) , we can develop the calculus further to get
For the integral with respect to dX t in (54), the assumption that g solves (15) implies that its integrand is zero. For the integral with respect to dt in (54), noting from the piecewise construction of the MAP from spectrally negative Lévy processes that X spends zero Lebesgue time at 0, we can use Proposition 2 to deduce that its integrand is strictly negative when Y t < 0.
We are thus left with
for t ≥ 0, s ≥ s * . We know, however that (m t (Y ), t ≥ 0) has martingale increments and thus t 0 e −qs f (X s ,J s ) dm s (Y ) is a local martingale. To verify it is a martingale, we leave the bulk of the details to the reader, however, in the spirit of the verification of (36) and (37), it suffices to check that the necessary L 1 -and L 2 -isometries hold, for which it is sufficient that, for all t ≥ 0,
This is automatically satisfied once (16) is fulfilled.
The supermartingale property in part (iii) of Proposition 2 is thus satisfied when the existing maximum at point of issue s ≥ s * . Note in particular,
Now suppose that s < s * . Splitting on the event t < τ + s * , writing Z t = e −qt V g (X t , X t , J t ,J t ) and using the strong Markov property, upward creeping (specifically X τ + s * = X τ + s * = s * ) and (56), we have
Taking expectations again, we get
Noting that on {t < τ + s * }, we have X t ≤ s * , it follows from (10) and (17) that
and hence, applying the Markov property as well as (10) and (17) once again,
In conclusion, from (57), we have the inequality in (56), but now for s < s * as well. Inequality (56), together with the Markov property, is sufficient to deduce the required supermartingale property required in (iii) of Lemma 2. The proof is now complete.
Shepp-Shiryaev optimal stopping problem
In [8] , pricing of the Russian option is considered for the spectrally negative Lévy case, where it had earlier been introduced in the Black-Scholes setting in [35, 36] . Setting aside the financial connection, let us investigate here the natural analogue of this problem in the MAP setting. This is tantamount to considering the gain function in (7) taking the form
in particular, s * = −∞. Theorem 2 guides us to checking a number of conditions, the principal one needing us to find a solution to (15) . In the current setting (15) takes the form
Note that (58) presents us with N independent differential equations, rather than a more complicated coupled system. Indeed, this is true in general for (15) .
Since [8] solves the analogue of (58) in their setting with a constant threshold, we look for solutions taking the form g(s, j) = c j for each j. In that case, we will work on the basis of looking for roots of the equation
for x ≥ 0. As in Lemma 2 of [8] , we seek a unique solution to (59). Our strategy will be to show that
is strictly decreasing which limits to −∞ as x → ∞ and to identify the existence of a unique root depending on whether u j (0) ≥ 0 or not. In summary, we will prove the following result.
Theorem 3. When q > 0 ∨ κ(1) and f (s, j) = e s h j > 0, s ∈ R, j ∈ E (hence s * = −∞), the optimal stopping problem (7) is given by
and the optimal strategy is given by
More precisely, we can quantify the constants c j according to the following categories:
(a) If q > κ(1) and [W (q) 1 1] j (0+) = 0 (which implies that when the modulator is in state j, the ordinate has unbounded variation), then c j ∈ (0, ∞);
(b) If q > κ(1) and [W (q) 1 1] j (0+) ∈ (0, q −1 ) (which implies that when the modulator is in state j, the ordinate has bounded variation), then c j ∈ (0, ∞);
(c) If q > κ(1) and [W (q) 1 1] j (0+) ∈ [q −1 , ∞) (which again implies that when the modulator is in state j, the ordinate has bounded variation), then c j = 0;
Additionally, in the setting that 0 < q ≤ κ(1), the gain function is unbounded, which cannot be attained in an almost surely finite time, but, rather by never stopping.
In order to prove Theorem 3, we need some intermediary results, which we deal with first. Proof. For (16) it is sufficient to show that
for all t ≥ 0. To this end, noting that X is increasing, it would thus sufficient to show that E (x,i) e 2(1+Φ(q))X t < ∞.
In order to show the latter, we claim that, for p > 0 sufficiently large, we have
where e p is an independent and exponentially distributed random variable with rate p. Note from (10)
Noting that Φ is an increasing function, we can choose p sufficiently large such that 2(1 + Φ(q)) < Φ(p), in which case, (61) holds. With (61) in hand, writing it in the form
we are led to the conclusion that E (x,i) [e 2(1+Φ(q))X t ] < ∞ for Lebesgue almost every t > 0. The finiteness of these expectations can be deduced for all t > 0 by observing that they form a monotone increasing sequence in t.
The following Proposition also appeared as Lemma 1 in [22] , however we give a separate proof here and identify the limit in our terminology.
.
Proof. From (9) , recall that
By (39) and integration by parts, we get
Then, the result follows once we show that
where (39) is used for [W (q) 1 1] j . Now, in view of (40), we have
and hence both the denominator in (62) has a finite limit as x → ∞ and
On the other hand, the numerator of (62) can be written as
where the integrand is dominated for all x ≥ 0 by the integrand in (63). Note that W ′ Φ(q) (y+) is positive in view of part (ii) of Theorem 1 and the positivity of W (a). The limit (62) now holds by dominated convergence theorem.
Proof (of Theorem 3). By Lemma 4 and Remark 2 in the Appendix, we see that conditions (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 2 hold. Conditions (iii) and (v) are moot. We are thus left with verifying condition (i) of Theorem 2, which requires that
Taking inspiration from the solution to Shepp-Shiryaev optimal stopping problem when driven by a spectrally negative Lévy process, see e.g. [35, 36, 8] , we look for a solution to the system above which takes the form g(s, j) = c j , where c j are constants in [0, ∞], for each j ∈ E.
To this end, we start by noting that the functions u j are differentiable almost everywhere on (0, ∞), and their right-continuous derivatives are given by
We will proceed with our analysis in the four settings (a)-(d) given in the statement of the theorem.
(a)-(b) First, we consider the case Φ(q) > 1 (equiv. q > κ(1)) and
is also strictly positive as implied by Theorem 1 (ii) due to the strict positivity of the entries of W Φ(q) (x), we get u ′ j (x) < 0 when q > κ (1) . Then, by Proposition 3, we get
which is negative as Φ(q) > 1. Therefore, lim x→∞ u j (x) = −∞ on account of the fact that lim x→∞ [W (q) 1 1] j (x) = ∞. As such, understanding whether c j > 0 or not boils down to the initial value u j (0+). If [W (q) 1 1] j (0+) = 0, then u j (0+) = 1 and thus c j ∈ (0, ∞) as u j must cross the origin exactly once. The situation is still the same even when If 0 < [W (q) 1 1] j (0+), albeit that it must be strictly less than q −1 in value to ensure u j (0+) > 0. In light of Lemma 4 and Theorem 2, we now see that τ c constitutes the optimal stopping strategy.
As is now clear from the analysis in (a)-(b) above, u j is strictly decreasing to −∞, but has no root in (0, ∞). In the case that [W (q) 1 1] j (0+) = q −1 , it does have a root at 0, but for [W (q) 1 1] j (0+) = q −1 , it has no root at all as u j (x) < 0 for all
Note that V c = V g when g(s, j) = c j in (53), and equation (54) becomes
The coefficient of dX t is non-positive as u j (x) ≤ 0 for all x ≥ 0. By the arguments following equation (54), the coefficient of dt is non-positive and the integral with respect to m t (Y ) is a martingale. Thus, the process V c given in (64) is a supermartingale for any constant c j ∈ R.
The supermartingale property gives us that
where the first inequality follows because [Z (q) (x)1 1] i ≥ 1 for all x ∈ R, i ∈ E, and the second follows because the process V c is a supermartingale. Therefore, taking supremum over all stopping times τ , we see that the value function is less than or equal to
where the least upper bound is attained by observing the monotonicity of [Z (q) (x)1 1] i and ensuring that x − s + c j ≤ 0 for all x ≤ s; since c j ≥ 0, it suffices to take c j = 0. Defining c j as in the statement of the theorem, the above reasoning forces c j = 0 and hence τ c = 0. At the same time stopping immediately ensures that the upper bound in (66) can be attained. Hence the optimal stopping strategy and value function are as stated in the theorem.
When Φ(q) ≤ 1, for all almost surely finite stopping times τ , we can work with the estimate
where h = min i h i , v(1) = max i v i (1) and v(1) = max i v i (1). On account of the fact that κ(1) ≥ q > 0, the process (X, J) under P 1 is such that the ordinate drifts to +∞, and hence the point 0 is recurrent for (X −X). Now consider stopping time τ = inf{t > 0 : X t −X t > c} for any c, which, from Remark 2 in the Appendix, shows that τ is a P-almost surely finite stopping time. In (67) we see that
and hence, since c can be taken arbitrarily large, it follows that
where the supremum is taken over all P-almost surely finite stopping times, and the supremum is attained by never stopping.
Conclusion
In [30] and [28] , an optimal stopping problem with gain function of the form (e s∧ǫ − K) + and discounting was considered for spectrally negative Lévy processes. There, the authors developed the optimal solution in the form of a non-trivial threshold strategy. In the current setting, the natural analogue of the gain function takes the form
Note that we may effectively take s * := log(K). To find a solution in the spirit of the aforementioned results for Lévy processes, amongst other things, Theorem 2 requires us to verify the existence of a solution to g ′ (s, j) = 1 − e s∧ǫ [Z (q) (g(s, j))1 1] j (e s∧ǫ − K)[qW (q) (g(s, j))1 1] j , s ≥ log(K).
Whilst we offer no details here, given the technical exploration of the Shepp-Shiryaev optimal stopping problem given in this article, we claim that the interested reader will find the analysis in [28] is robust enough to carry over to the current setting with a number of straightforward technical modifications. Indeed, the fact that the curves g(s, j), for each j ∈ E, can be phrased through autonomously differential equations (involving only dependency on state j) allows one to treat them within the same framework of isocline analysis as in [28] . The same can in principle be said of the optimal stopping problems considered in [31] .
As such, the conclusion to this paper is that, modulo some technical adaptation, the analysis that has led to a relatively wealthy base of results on optimal stopping problems, stochastic games and stochastic control problems driven by spectrally negative Lévy processes, can now be adapted to handle analogous problems driven by spectrally negative MAPs.
Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1 (i) From (11), we note that
In the setting that i ∈ E ubv , the expectation on the left-hand side of (69) is necessarily 0, as the MAP initially behaves as an independent copy of a Lévy process with Laplace exponent ψ i .
When i ∈ E bv in (69), with positive probability, the modulator chain J will remain in state i for long enough that the Lévy process with Laplace exponent ψ i will reach a/2 before (necessarily) jumping below the origin, (see the discussion in Chapter 8 of [26] for further details on the path properties of spectrally negative Lévy processes). Once the ordinate hits a/2, thanks to the strict positivity of W (q) (x) for x > 0 (cf. [27] ) and the identity (11), there is a positive probability that the process exits into (−∞, 0) before (a, ∞) with the modulator in state j ∈ E. It thus follows that the left-hand side of (69) is strictly positive for i ∈ E bv and j ∈ E.
(ii) It is a straightforward exercise to show that (X − X, J) is a reflected MAP. We definē M := {t ≥ 0 : X t − X t = 0} andM cl its closure in [0, ∞). Obviously the set [0, ∞)\M cl is an open set and can be written as a union of intervals. We useḠ andD, respectively, to denote the sets of left and right end points of such intervals. DefineR := inf{t > 0 : t ∈ M cl }. Upwards regularity implies that every point in E is regular forM in the sense that P 0,θ R = 0 = 1 for all θ ∈ E. Thus by [29, Theorem (4.1)] there exist a continuous additive functional t → ℓ t of (X −X, J) which is carried by {0} ×E and a family of kernels (N i , i ∈ E) on U, the space of càdlàg mappings from R to [0, ∞)×E with lifetime ζ and terminal position at ζ which is negative (written canonically as a co-ordinate sequence ((ǫ(s), Θ(s)), s ≤ ζ)), satisfying N i (ζ = 0) = N i (Θ(0) = i) = 0 and N i (1 − e −ζ ) ≤ 1, for i ∈ E, such that we have the exit system
for any nonnegative predictable process Ξ and any nonnegative function f which is measurable with respect to the natural filtration on U. Moreover, by [29, Theorem (5.1)], under N i , the process ((ǫ(s), Θ(s)), s ≤ ζ) has the strong Markov property.
The exit system ((N i , i ∈ E), ℓ) is not unique. A different choice of ℓ will result in a different choice of (N i , i ∈ E). A convenient choice of ℓ that we will work with is ℓ = X.
With this excursion theory in hand, we can identify (in the spirit of the representation of the scale function for Lévy processes found in Chapter VII of [9] ), for x ≤ a, 
whereǭ = sup s<ζ ǫ(s) and (J + s , s ≥ 0) is the modulator of the ascending ladder MAP such that J + s = J τ + s , s ≥ 0 (cf. the Appendix of [14] ). Taking account of the fact that s → N J + s (ǭ > s) is right continuous, we now see by dominated convergence that [W (x)W (a) −1 ] i,j is almost everywhere differentiable and that its derivative is right-continuous.
For strict positivity of the aforesaid right-continuous derivative, let us introduce the random variable N a,j,k which is the number of times X − X exceeds level k in an excursion which begins in state j, before X exceeds a. From (70) we have that, for any a, k > 0, 
where we have used our choice ℓ = X. On the other hand, we can lower bound E (0,i) [N a,i,k ] by restricting the probability space to the event that {σ 1 > τ + a } (recall σ 1 is the first time that J jumps). As such, we have 
where we recall that (X i t , t ≥ 0) with probabilities (P i x , x ∈ R) is the Lévy process with Laplace exponent ψ i , with φ i as its the right inverse; P i ,φ i (|q i,i |) 0 is the result of the Esscher change of measure based on the martingale exp(|q i,i | i X t −φ(|q i,i |t)), t ≥ 0, n i is the excursion measure for the Poisson point process of excursions of X i −X i away from 0 and τ i,+ a = inf{t > 0 : X i t > a}.
Now comparing (72) and (73), we see that N i (ǭ > k) > 0 for all i ∈ E and k > 0. Referring back to (71), we can also see that the right-continuous derivative of [W (x)W (a) −1 ] i,j is strictly positive. Statement (ii) is thus proved for W (x)W (a) −1 .
As was mentioned in (19) of [27] (cf. (39)), we can identify, for 0 ≤ x ≤ a,
where Φ(q) was defined in (4) and W Φ(q) plays the role of W (0) under (P Φ(q) (x,i) , x ∈ R, i ∈ E), as defined in (5) . This observation thus allows us to pass the conclusion of the previous paragraph to the more general setting of W (q) (x)W (q) (a) −1 (iii) For the case of Z (q) , the claim is immediately apparent from the expression (9).
(iv) From the definition of Z (q) , it is clear that Z (q)′ (x) = W (q) (x)(qI − Q)1 (x≥0) , and hence Z (q) is continuously differentiable, except at 0 where there is the possibility of W (q) (0+) = 0. Similarly Z (q)′′ (x) = W (q)′ (x)(qI − Q)1 (x>0) for almost every x > 0, and right-continuity of Z (q)′′ (x) is an immediate consequence of part (ii).
Remark 2. The introduced excursion theory above also gives rise to a simple proof that the stopping time τ c = inf{t ≥ 0 : X t − X t ≥ cJ t } is P-almost surely finite when c j ∈ (0, ∞) for at least one j ∈ E. Indeed, note that, for all x ≤ s and i, j ∈ E,
